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RDL Introduces Decora® Room Control Stations for SourceFlex™ Distributed Audio System

June 10, 2014 - RDL is pleased to introduce two new room control stations for its SourceFlex Distributed Audio System, the D-SFRC8 and the 
D-SFRC8L.  These new wall controls allow a complete distributed audio system to be configured using RDL’s popular Decora-style controls and 
wall plates.

The RDL SourceFlex distributed audio system is an engineered system comprised of an integrated set of products used to configure cost-effective, 
expandable audio monitoring in facility types such as sports bars, restaurants, fitness centers, meeting rooms, stores and offices. 

The D-SFRC8 Room Control Station is a wall-mounted SourceFlex listening station, providing source selection from up to 8 sources, volume 
control, an amplified speaker output and line-level outputs. A numeric display shows the selected source. There are three audio outputs on 
the back of the unit. The line-level audio outputs, one balanced and one unbalanced, are used to feed an external audio power amplifier. The 
amplified output provides up to 3.5 Watts RMS into an 8 Ohm Speaker. Amplification is provided by a high-efficiency Class D power stage with 
audio filtering tailored for crisp, pleasant audio clarity. The high-efficiency Class D output stage produces negligible heat for all levels of expected 
voice or music modulation.

The D-SFRC8L features the same inputs and source selection capabilities as the D-SFRC8. However, rather than providing user level control and 
an amplified output, it provides fixed-level balanced and unbalanced outputs to feed an external power amplifier.  The D-SFRC8L may be mounted 
together with an RDL remote control that adjusts the level of the external power amplifier.

The addition of Decora-style room control stations signifies a leap forward in the aesthetics of the SourceFlex system as well as compatibility 
with RDL’s wide array of Decora-style product offerings.

The versatile Decora format and all-metal design allow the D-SFRC8 to be installed into a variety of environments and applications.

The D-SFRC8 and D-SFRC8L are available in 3 colors: white, black and stainless steel.

For more information visit www.rdlnet.com or contact RDL Sales at 1-800-281-2683.
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